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ABSTRACT 
While collaborative approaches in the classroom have been shown 
to be highly beneficial for students of computer science, obstacles 
inherent in today’s academic environment often prevent collocated 
collaborative approaches from being implemented.  One solution to 
the collocation problem may lie with tools that facilitate distributed 
collaboration.  This paper presents RIPPLE (Remote Interactive Pair 
Programming and Learning Environment), a development 
environment for distributed synchronous collaborative 
programming.  RIPPLE is an open source software tool.  Initial user 
tests demonstrate positive responses from students, and the potential 
for long term learning, motivation, and retention benefits is 
significant.  In addition to its benefits for students, RIPPLE is a tool 
for computing education researchers who wish to collect data on 
collaborative programming. 
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Keywords 
Distributed collaboration, distributed pair programming, distance 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer science educators and researchers constantly strive to 
increase the quality of teaching and learning in computing courses.  
The motivations behind such efforts stem from a variety of goals 
including addressing pipeline issues, creating a more capable 
workforce, increasing diversity in computing, and advancing the 
state of knowledge in our field.  Collaboration in various forms has 
shown promise in helping to progress toward these goals.  However, 

collaboration is often hindered in practice by a variety of issues such 
as facilities, scheduling, and geographic separation.  One solution to 
the collocation constraint may be found in tools that facilitate 
distributed collaboration.  Because programming is ubiquitous in 
computing education at most institutions starting with CS1 and 
continuing through a senior project course [1], distributed 
programming collaboration offers fertile ground for deployment of 
tools that support remote teamwork.   
In this paper we present RIPPLE (Remote Interactive Pair 
Programming and Learning Environment), a freely available, open 
source software tool that enables two programmers to work 
remotely on the same Java program at the same time.  RIPPLE was 
designed for use in educational settings to facilitate various forms of 
collaborative programming problem solving including distributed 
pair programming and distributed one-on-one tutoring.  Since it was 
developed with educational research in mind, data collection 
through RIPPLE is straightforward.  This paper describes and 
motivates three supported usage scenarios:  distributed pair 
programming, distributed tutoring, and data collection for research 
on collaborative programming.   

2. RELATED WORK 
While other environments to support teamwork have been used 
successfully for distributed collaborative programming [2, 4, 13], 
RIPPLE differentiates itself by being freely available and open source 
with integrated support for data collection.  In addition, RIPPLE’s 
purpose-driven design has resulted in lower bandwidth requirements 
than general purpose shared desktop or remote meeting applications.  
2.1 Distributed Pair Programming 
Pair programming is a software engineering approach in which two 
programmers work side by side at the same computer [24].  One 
partner acts as the driver, who actively writes code and has control 
of the keyboard and mouse.  The other partner acts as the navigator, 
who helps plan as well as identify and prevent any syntactic or 
strategic deficiencies.  The collaborators may exchange roles at any 
time during the pair programming session, or not at all.   
Pair programming has been shown to be an effective pedagogical 
approach in teaching courses such as introductory computer science 
[18, 19], undergraduate software engineering [25], and graduate 
object-oriented software development [3].  There are indications 
that the approach may also improve retention of women in computer 
science [23], and it even shows promise with middle school students 
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[22].  In concert with results that demonstrate the benefits of 
collaborative learning in CS1 [5] and theoretical classes such as 
algorithms [15], there is substantial evidence supporting the benefits 
of collaborative programming learning.  However, obstacles such as 
limited facilities, geographic separation, and scheduling often 
present challenges to collocated pair programming.   
Enabling students to collaborate from different locations may 
provide appreciable benefits compared with individual work.  While 
remote work comes with its own challenges [20], recent results 
suggest these challenges may not be insurmountable when it comes 
to distributed pair programming [3].  The importance of allowing 
students to work on their programming projects remotely has been 
recognized by systems for distance learning (e.g., [9]).  Software 
support of distributed pair programming is being explored in other 
systems (e.g., [13]); in fact, RIPPLE directly extends an existing 
system for remote pair programming [14].   
Table 1 displays an excerpt of an actual textual dialogue 
accompanying a distributed pair programming session using RIPPLE.  
Each textual dialogue message is preceded by the user name and 
time of day associated with that message.  In this excerpt, the 
collaborators are able to discuss changes made to the code in real 
time because actions taken by the driver are transmitted to the 
remote user as those actions occur.   

Table 1 

Sample Pair Programming Excerpt 

User 1 (13:13:11): Wanna start with this one? 

User2 (13:13:24): ok 

User1 (13:16:30): 
 

What the…you see what’s wrong 
here? 

User2  (13:17:05): Yeah, I was just about to say 
something.  You kinda forgot to put  
that inside a method. 

User1  (13:17:10): Duh, thx 

User2  (13:20:05): Seems good.  But did we decide we  
should initialize that in the  
constructor? 

 
This excerpt illustrates a key benefit of pair programming:  the 
ability of one programmer to quickly catch mistakes made by the 
other programmer.  Such immediate feedback can improve 
efficiency and may reduce student frustration [25].  It is also 
plausible that during pair programming sessions, students may be 
prompted by their partners to explain the reasoning behind 
programming actions.  Such a prompt to explain oneself may lead to 
higher learning gains, a widely studied phenomenon known as the 
self-explanation effect [8]. 

2.2 Distributed Tutoring 
One-on-one tutoring has been shown to be highly effective for 
student learning [6].  RIPPLE allows a student and a tutor to work 
together remotely because the tutor can see student programming 
actions in real time as well as carry on tutorial dialogue through the 
textual dialogue interface.  While tutoring through textual dialogue 
cannot rival the richness of face-to-face interaction, many studies 

have shown students still benefit greatly from tutoring in typed 
dialogue (e.g., [10]). 
Table 2 illustrates an excerpt of a distributed tutoring session using 
RIPPLE.  The tutor was able to see all student programming actions, 
and the pair had a running dialogue about the student’s actions, 
questions, and misconceptions.   

Table 2 

Sample Tutoring Excerpt 

Student (17:30:00):   Okay.  Then will I need to                          
redeclare digits = new int[5]? 

Tutor (17:30:10): 
 

No, we’ve already declared it.  We can 
just use it. 

Student (17:31:11):  I’m sorry.  I’m still stuck on that last loop 
we wrote because I feel like that’s where 
my digits should come from. 

Tutor (17:31:16): That’s fine. 

Tutor (17:31:22): That is where the digits are coming from.

Tutor (17:31:29): They’re stored in the digits array. 

Tutor (17:31:39): Does that make sense? 

Student (17:32:32): Sort of, but then how do I add them  
together?  Is it something like digits[1] + 
digits[2] + digits[3] + …  or is there a 
different way to approach this since we’re 
using an array? 

Tutor (17:32:50): 
 

That’s exactly what we’re going to be 
doing, but we can do it with a loop instead 
of typing it out one at a time. 

 

2.3 Research on Collaboration 
Researchers can use RIPPLE to generate detailed logs of distributed 
collaborative programming sessions.1  These logs can then be mined 
to investigate a variety of research questions.  For example, the 
study of human tutoring can give researchers insight into the 
processes involved in teaching and learning [12, 17].  Researchers 
have used detailed logs of human tutoring to better understand how 
students learn subjects such as computer programming [16] and 
basic human anatomy [10].  Facilitating such research is an 
important function of RIPPLE.   

3. RIPPLE 
RIPPLE is a plug-in for the popular Eclipse integrated development 
environment [21].  When two users work together remotely through 
RIPPLE, each executes a separate local installation of Eclipse with 
the RIPPLE plug-in.  From each programmer’s perspective, there are 
two panes:  the program development pane and the textual dialogue 
pane (Figure 1). 

                                                                 
1 Researchers are responsible for obtaining permission from their 

institutional review board prior to collecting any student data. 
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3.1 Synchronized Programming View 
RIPPLE extends the architecture implemented in Sangam [14], an 
Eclipse plug-in for distributed pair programming.  Compilation and 
execution of code, as well as generation of console messages, are 
performed directly by Eclipse. 
The collaborators’ views are synchronized over several dimensions.  
When one user undertakes a supported action, that action generates 
an event that is transmitted to the remote user.  Synchronized 
actions include file system manipulation (e.g., creating and deleting 
files), editor operations (e.g., typing and highlighting) and program 
launch (execution). 
To allow robust operation even with a less than perfect network 
connection, RIPPLE performs integrity checks regularly to assure the 
editor contents are identical for both (distributed) users.   To 
preserve the low bandwidth requirement, RIPPLE does not transmit 
more complex features such as mouse pointer location.  In addition, 
to allow maximum flexibility for the individual preferences of 
programmers, RIPPLE does not force identical configurations of the 
Eclipse development environment.  Each user may tailor toolbars, 
views, compiler settings, and many other options with no negative 
impact on RIPPLE’s functionality.   
The event-driven behavior of RIPPLE requires that language-specific 
messages be transmitted between users.  Because of this 
requirement, RIPPLE currently only supports Java programming.  
Java is very common in computing curricula in the United States 
[11], but extension to support other programming languages is a 
promising direction for future work.   

3.2 Textual Dialogue 
RIPPLE features textual dialogue support through an instant-
message-style chat program.  In standard instant messaging (such as 
the kind provided with many popular online chat applications), both 
users may construct messages simultaneously and send them when 
desired.  RIPPLE supports this format of dialogue as its default 
setting.  As users of online textual chat programs know, it is 
common for one user to send a message while the other user is 
actively constructing another message.  Thus, messages sometimes 
appear out of sequence (with respect to conversational thread) in the 
dialogue history.  Table 3 illustrates a conversation in which one 
user sent a message starting a different conversational thread while 
the other user was constructing a message pertaining to the previous 
thread.  In this example, Rohit was constructing message 3 while 
Sarah was constructing message 2 – and Sarah sent her message 
slightly before Rohit sent his.  Clearly Rohit’s second message was 
meant to be a continuation of his first one and in no way a response 
to Sarah’s message which was sent moments earlier. 
For two human users in most natural collaborative settings, this 
message sequencing problem is easily overcome because the 
collaborators have watched the conversation unfold in real time.  
However, in certain research settings, the ambiguity can confound 
analyses of the dialogue.  There are times when a structured form of 
dialogue is required, i.e., when strict turn-taking must be imposed 
on the collaborators.  The textual dialogue component of RIPPLE 
supports enforced turn-taking in dialogue.  In this structured mode, 
only one user may type a message at a time.  This setting guarantees 
that messages appear in the dialogue history in the order in which 
they were constructed.  

Figure 1:  Screenshot of RIPPLE 
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Table 3 

Sample Dialogue Exhibiting the Message Sequencing 
Problem 

Rohit 11:09:13: 
 

We’re just about ready to submit this  
project. 

Sarah 11:09:58: Sounds good.  Hey, do you remember the 
name of that TA who helped us last week?  

Rohit 11:10:00: We just have to finish documenting it like the 
assignment describes. 

 

3.3 Data Collection Feature 
RIPPLE is a research tool as well as a software tool for programmers.  
When logging capabilities are enabled, all programming events and 
textual dialogue messages are transmitted to a database in real time.  
Data are logged sequentially by user sessions.  This information can 
then be used to reconstruct user sessions for further study.  A tool to 
create properly formed database tables is provided as part of the 
standard RIPPLE distribution. 

4. RESULTS FROM USER TESTS 
Prototypes of RIPPLE have been deployed to CS1 classes in 
controlled studies over two semesters.  The pool of 83 subjects was 
comprised of students enrolled in a Java based CS1 course.  
Subjects were primarily non-computing majors in engineering 
disciplines.  Rather than attending their eighth regularly scheduled 
2-hour supervised laboratory session, these students agreed to 
complete the laboratory assignment using RIPPLE in a controlled 
environment, with a programming partner located in a separate 
room from the student.       

4.1 First Classroom Test 
The results of the first classroom test show that students enjoyed 
completing the laboratory assignment more when using RIPPLE 
compared to previous laboratory sessions in which they worked 
individually.  The results also convincingly demonstrate that the 
subjects found the system easy to use and would use it again if 
given the opportunity.   

In Fall 2006, 41 students used a RIPPLE prototype for 50 minutes 
each to work on their regular weekly laboratory exercise.  In a pre-
survey, only 46% of students agreed that they enjoyed their past 
CS1 lab assignments, of which there had been seven.  After working 
with RIPPLE for approximately one hour, 85% of students reported 
that they enjoyed that day’s lab assignment, a statistically 
significant difference (p < 0.05).  This evidence suggests RIPPLE 
contributes to creating a more positive student experience during 
programming assignments.  In addition, 95% of subjects stated they 
would use the system again given the opportunity.  Finally, when 
asked to agree or disagree with the statement that RIPPLE was 
difficult to use, 100% of students disagreed. 

4.2 Second Classroom Test 
The second study indicates that student enjoyment of a laboratory 
assignment on which they used the RIPPLE system was higher than 
their enjoyment on previous laboratory assignments.  These 

subjects, like the first group, found the system easy to use and 
reported they would use it again given the opportunity. 

In Spring 2007, 42 students used the RIPPLE prototype for 55 
minutes each on the same programming problem that had been used 
the previous semester.  These students had a different classroom 
instructor and different laboratory teaching assistants from the 
previous semester’s students.  On the pre-survey, students expressed 
slight disagreement to moderate agreement (on a five-point Likert 
scale) with the statement that they normally enjoyed CS1 lab 
assignments.  After working with RIPPLE the average response was 
moderate to strong agreement that subjects enjoyed the lab 
assignment.  This difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05).  
Students strongly disagreed with the statement that RIPPLE was 
difficult to use, and expressed agreement to strong agreement that 
they would use RIPPLE again given the opportunity. 

4.3 Discussion 
The results from both user tests indicate positive response to RIPPLE.  
Although it was well received, the results must be interpreted in the 
context in which the tests were conducted.  First, the user tests were 
conducted in natural sequence with a set of subjects who were 
engaged in an authentic CS1 experience.  Second, the students had 
not been exposed to any integrated development environments or 
graphical programming tools during their previous assignments.  On 
one hand, this lack of exposure could have caused students to 
respond less favorably to RIPPLE because of its comparatively 
complex Eclipse-based interface.  However, it is more likely that 
students would have appreciated the conveniences afforded them 
(e.g., continuous compilation and visual cues noting compiler 
errors) to such an extent that some portion of the subjects’ positive 
response to RIPPLE must be attributed solely to Eclipse.  Third, 
students had not regularly collaborated on past laboratory exercises, 
so a portion of the subjects’ positive response may also be attributed 
to collaboration in general. 

The two studies reported here were single-use tests, so no long-term 
effects on learning or other measures are reported.  A promising 
direction for future work is to deploy RIPPLE across an entire 
semester.  It is expected that more extensive evaluation results will 
be available at the completion of these larger deployments. 

5. SUMMARY 
RIPPLE is a development environment that supports distributed 
collaboration between two programmers.  In addition to enabling 
programmers to work together from different locations, RIPPLE also 
allows researchers to collect data from collaborative interactions 
both in natural settings and through designed experiments.  RIPPLE 
is an open source tool that is tailored to the needs of collaborative 
programming in educational settings. 

Educational Use.  In initial tests, student response to RIPPLE was 
positive.  Students reported enjoying their laboratory programming 
assignment more when using RIPPLE as compared to situations 
where they worked solo.  Students found the system easy to use, and 
said they would use it again given the opportunity.  Work is ongoing 
to explore whether learning gains, improvements in student 
retention, effects on self-efficacy, and other benefits are accrued 
over time. 

Research Utility.  To date, RIPPLE has been used successfully in 
multiple experiments (e.g. [7]).  Researchers can take advantage of 
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logging capabilities enabled through simple configuration options.  
For research groups with specialized needs, the fully modifiable and 
extensible Java source code is freely available. 

Download. The full Java source code, along with installation, setup, 
and usage instructions for RIPPLE, are freely available from the 
project web page at http://research.csc.ncsu.edu/ripple.   
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